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Press Release 

Thank you to the Municipality of Fnaydeq; 

And Die in your Rage, O Spiteful 

(Translated) 

On January 25, 2019, the municipality of Fnaydeq in Akkar issued a decision 

banning the sale and drinking of alcohol in the restaurants of al-Qammoua and in public 

places, and instructed the municipal police to implement the decision. 

Some sectarian and spiteful anti-Muslim media have launched an attack on the 

municipality of Fnaydeq, arguing that this is contrary to coexistence and is religious 

intolerance!! 

They have forgotten about the racism practiced by some of them towards Muslims, 

and their hatred of the Islamic Shariah which has ruled the Muslim world, including 

Lebanon, for 1300 years! 

It also overlooked the illegal, racist and inhumane decisions of some municipalities, 

such as preventing veiled women from going to the sea, and preventing displaced 

people from Ash-Sham from living in various municipalities, and from roaming on their 

streets. 

Enough racism, sectarianism and hostility towards Islam and its people, and be 

prepared for the coming Islamic rule, so live and enjoy the rule of Islam as lived by your 

ancestors before ... The near future is for Allah’s law in ruling the Islamic world including 

Lebanon. 

Thanks are due to the Mayor of Fnaydeq for this initiative and this decision ... and 

we urge other municipalities to take similar decisions to prevent such disobedience, 

especially the municipalities of Tripoli, Sidon and Beirut. 
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